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Ab but10 SCT calcuktions are performed for LlCN usmg a large pokised CT0 bssls. An m~lyc~c fit co the twodunen- 
siomd surface (lbe CN bond length IS frozen at 2.186 no) IS presented. 

1. lntmduction 

Recent microwave experiments [I] have shown 
that potassium cyamde has a triangular shape. This 
finding has been supported by ab initio SCF calcula- 
tions [I-4]. Tbe ab initio calculations predict that 
sodium cyanide is also triangular [3,4] _ Lithium cya- 
nide, on the other hand, is predicted to be linear and 
to have an isocyanide structure [5,6]. Numerous calcu- 
lations [6-I I] agree that hydrogen cyanide is linear 
with the H atom bound to the carbon atom, and this 
is born out by experiment [ 1~1. 

These cyanides have in common that theu bond to 
the metal atom is highly ionic, which is a consequence 
of the large electron afftity (experimental value: 3.82 
eV [13]) of the cyanide and the low ronizahon poten- 
tial of the alkali-metal atoms. Hence, the Coulomb 
force dominates the bondmg, and as this force is iso- 

tropic the benchng force constants of the alkali cya- 
nides are exceptionally low. It is therefore interestmg 
to study their rotational-vibrational spectra. 

Computations, yielding these spectra, have been 
performed for LICN 1141 and for KCN [ 14-171. Tbe 
LiCN work was based on a rather crude potential, con- 
taining parameters fitted to the ab initio points of ref. 
[S] _ Although many points of the surface of LiCN are 
given in ref. [5], it is difficult to extract a satisfactory 

analytic form from it [ 141 . So it seems worthwhde to 
perform a set of ab initio SCF calculations on LiCN, 
aiming especially at an accurate tit of the region of tire 
potential energy surface of mterest for the nuclear-mo- 
tion calculations. 

We conclude this paper by briefly addressing the 
question why the geometries of the alkali metal cya- 
mdes differ. 

2. Calculations 

AU calculations have been performed with the ab 
innio SCF program AThlOL 3 [ 181 . No electron cor- 

relation has been considered. The gaussian (I Is, 6p, 
2d/6s, 3p, 2d) basis sets on carbon and nttrogen are 
the same as those used in earlier work [2] . An (I Is, 
4p/6s, 3p) basis was placed on the Li atorn. wrth the s 
orbrtals originatmg from van Durjneveldt’s compdation 
[ 191. The exponents of the p orbitals form the geo- 
metric sequence 0.025,0.100.0.400. I .6000~~_ The 
range covered by this sequence has been suggested by 
the work of Williams and Streitweiser [20]. The two 
most compact p orbit& are contracted with the coef- 
ficients appearing UI the first virtual p orbrtal of rhe 

h+ Ion; the two diffuse p orbit& have been left un- 
contracted. The energy of the hthium atom in thus 
basrs is 8 X 10B5 au above the Hartree-Fock bmit 
[?I], the calculated ionization potential is 5341 eV 
(experimental value is 5390 eV [22]), its computed 
polarlzablltty IS 144.0 oi (expt.: 148 ui [231), and 
the polarizabihty of the Lit ion in this basis is 0.1875 
rzi (expt.: 0.193 U: [24] ). In total we performed 43 
separate SCF calculations. The geometries were lo- 
cated on four ctrcles of radii 33,3.8.43 and 4.8 uo_ 
Each circle consisted of ten points dtctated by the 
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Gauss-Legendrr mtegratlon scheme, as explained be- 
low_ The last three points were chosen on a circle of 
radius 9, for angles where the repulsive exchange ef- 
fecrs bvere still compantrvely small. 

Ln all calculations the CN bond distance has been 
kept fLed at 3_.18600, the opttmum Hartree-Fock 
&stance of the CN- anion [3]. 

A sunple argument, based on Coulomb’s law, the 
computed elsctron affiiiry of the CN radical (335 eV 
[‘I), and the ionization potential of the lithium atom, 
predicts that the transfrr of one elsctronic charge from 
tie BKXTI IO tie dlarom becomes energeucally favour- 

ablc at a distance of I3 a~. Analysis of the dipole mo- 
ment at a &stance of 4.8 uO between the lihum atom 
and the center of mass of the cyarude confirms that in- 

deed the transfer oi one electron has taken place. At 
this distance, and m a triangular structure, M.75 of 
the SCF dipole moment arises from the separation of 
charge: 14.4% of the dipole moment is caused by the 
polarization of the CN- anion; polarisat~on of the Iif 

ion accounts for 0.1%. We artnbure the remvning 0.8% 

to eschangc and pen2rration effects. The latter effects 
account for 11 .Zbof the dipole moment at a distance 
013.8 uo. So, it is clear that to a very good approxima- 
tion LICN may be thought to consist of two closed- 
shell Ions. 

The SCF interactlon energy between two closed- 
shell monomers consists of two parts: a short-range en- 
ergy, due to exchange and penetratton, and a damped 
long-range energy. The long-range energy is the same 

as lhe eleclrostatic and induction energy appearing in 
class~al electrostauc theory. Dispersion forces are nor 
accounted for by the Independent-particle model. 

The (classical) electrostatic energy is given by the 
expression [ 21 

EC&R. 0) = LIzo R-L-tPL(COS 0) CQf,,. (1) 

Hcr2 IS R the length of R, a vector pomting from the 
center of nuclear mass of t?C-tdN towards the Li nu- 
cleus; 0 IS the angle of R with r, a vector pointing from 
mtrogcn to carbon. The function P,(cos 0) is a 
Leg2ndre polynormal of ordsr L [x] , and CQfJ IS 
the (cxpectatlon value of the) Lth order multipolz mo- 
ment of the CN- ion. In the derivation of eq. (1) the 
fact has been used that lo+ poszsses only one perma- 

nent moment (Its charge). 

The (classical) induction energy can be written sim- 
ilarly, 

A formula for the induction coefficients Cj, I*L in 
terms of the polarizabiity tensors of the monomers 
hi been given in ref. [a] . The short-range energy IS ex- 
pressed as 

where 

0 

DL(R)=$(zL+l) J&~R(R,e)PL(COS e)d(cose). 

-77 (4) 

Becaus2 Legendre polynomials are complete and ortho- 
gonal eqs. (3) and (4) are in prmctple exact expres- 
sions. 

The total interaction energy is represented by 

+ ~~~~~~ 0 1, (9 
where f-(R) IS an isotropic damping functton, After 
some experimentation with different analytic forms 
we took the gaussian form 

F(R) = 1 - exp[-o(R - R,)‘] . (6) 

Expression (5) for the total energy contains a number 
of parameters to be fitted to the ab initio SCF energy. 
To this end we have used the following procedure. The 
permanent moments of the cyanide up to and includ- 
ing L = 6 w2re taken from ref. [2], where the same 
basis for the cyamde had been used. Also the induc- 
tion coefficients, modified for the Ii+ ion, were taken 
from ref. [?I. We then guessed initial values for the 

damping parameters n and R, defmed in eq. (6). Hav- 
ing futed the long-range energy in this manner, we sim- 
ply computed the short-range energy EsR as the differ- 
encs of the long-range and the SCF interaction energy. 
This short-range energy was then substituted into the 
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integral, appearing m eq. (4), and the integral was eval- 
uated by a ten-pomt Gauss-Legendre quadrature, 
yieldmg ten parameters DL, L = 0, ___, 9, for a fxed 

value of R. These short-range parameters were finally 
represented by the analytic form 

D,(R) = exp[-AL - BLR - CLR2]. (7) 

ln order to ob tam the 30-fit parameters A,, BL and 
CL we have calculated &(fZ) by the present proce- 
dure for R = 3.3,3.8,4.3 and 4.8 a, and applied a 
least-squares polynomial fit IO II@,,). After fmdmg a 
iit to the short-range energy in &us manner, we rede- 

termined the damping parameters (I and RO by a least- 
squares fit of the total energy (5) to the 33 available 
SCF pomts, with a and R, as the free variables. The 
whole procedure was repeated until the values for the 
32&t parametersa, R,, A,, BL and CL (L = 0, .._, 9) 
did not change any further. 

3. Results and discussion 

The electrostahc and induction ccefficients defined 
by eqs. (I) and (2) are gven in table 1 for L from 0 to 
6. This table &ffers in two places from the one gven 
in ref. [2] : here C,,, contains the polarizabtlity of 
the LI+ ion, and not of the K+ ion, and C,, 1 IS de- 
rived from a finite field (coupled Hartree-Fock) polar- 
izabdlty, whereas before an uncoupled value was pre- 
sented. Optimum values for the parameters appearing 
in the damping function (6) are a = 1.5 156 uo2 and 
R, = I .9008 aO_ The final short-range parmeters A,. 
BL and CL, defined by eq. (7) are listed tn table 2. 

The fit of the SCF energy surface IS excellent: the 
mean devaauon of the fitted values from Ihe 43 com- 

Table 2 
Shorl-range parameters of LICN (In au) [cf. cqs. (7) and (8)] 

L AL BL CL 

0 -1.38321 0.14001 0.207892 
1 -2.9579 I I.17977 -0.011613 

9 -4.74203 1.81199 -0.017818 
3 -1.88853 1.28750 0.027728 
4 -4.41433 2.32297 -0.070693 

5 -4.01565 1.77538 -0.137720 
6 -5.84259 3.48085 -0.18631 I 
7 -2.61681 2.65559 -0.005881 
8 -6.34466 4.34498 -0.15’914 
9 15.2023 -6.54925 I .3025568 

puted values 16 0.22% and the largest dcvlation IS 
0.99% However, the full phyncal potcntd cncrgy sur- 
face is not covered by It. Beyond R 2 13 ao, where 
the charge transfer of an electron from hth~um to the 
cyanide takes place, the closed-shell SCF model breaks 

down, as It cannot describe the proper drssoclation 
mto neutral species. This also implies that the long- 

range energy, as uven by eqs. (1) and (2), loses its 

meaning and hz to be replaced for R 2 13.0 a0 by dls- 
persion energy expressaons. Also the fitting parameters 
unpose constraints on the applicability of the fitted 
surface. For small R the value of the damping parmc- 
ter RO (= I .9008 an) forms J hmitation. For large R it 

IS the appearance of parameters CL with negative sign 
which gives a restriction. With positive B,. tlus unphes 

ha1 the fitted value ofDL(R) HIS 3 function of R gaes 
through a minimum and then goes to mtimty for large 

R. The nearest of such ~IUIUIM occurs for D6 3~ R 
= 9.34 ao. However, the short-range energy IS here less 
than 02% of the long-range energy and so ~IIC repul- 
slve terms can safely be neglected in this rcglon. 

Table 1 

Long-rmge cocificmls 3) (m au) bclwcn LI+ and CN- [cf. cqs. (I) and (31 

-. --- ---_-____ 

.C=o L=l L=‘, L=3 L=4 L=5 L=6 
___ -__ 

(PLO) -1.00 -0.215 I -3.414 -3.819 - 15.84 -14.19 -43.82 

CIIL -10.53 -3.17 
GIL -10 31 103 
C22L - j7.49 -35.71 5.23 
GIL -35.56 5.95 
G2L -101.45 -37.62 -14.23 
C33L -458.2 -353.7 -112.6 -108.3 

al Fziprcsscd wlh rcspccr to a coordmatc synem nnh the ongn m lhc ccnvx of IWLSSS of “C-‘“N. 

225 
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TIE. 1. Energy (m au) contour dragram. d = 0" corresponds I: 
LCN; 0 = 180” corresponds IO LINC. Dashed hne 15 rhe path 
oi m&mum energy. 

The fit of the surface is very surtable for the calcu- 
Larson of nuclear bound states. Work tn thus direction 
is In progress. 

In fig. 1 a contour diagram IS presented for the te- 

gion of the porenrial energy surface of uxeres~ for rota- 

tron~-vlbration~ calculations. The path of mm~um 
energy is shown as a dashed Ime. tn fig. 7 ihzs same 

Energl 

-0 225 

-0 2L5 
0 

e 
FIN 2. Energy (III au) vansrion along psth of rn~um energy, 
the dashed hnc tn II& 1. B = 0” corresponds IO LCN, 0 = 180“ 
to LINC. 

path, which tn fact is the reaction path for the isomer- 
rzatlon of LiCN, is plotted. The shoulder at B = 100” 
corresponds to the sharp bend of &he dashed line at R 
= 3.6 a0 in fig. 1. The height of the barrier in fig. 2 is 

3.42 kc~~moi above the cyamde (0 = 0”) energy. 
l&e isomer~atton energy is 6.49 kcalfmol, in good 
agreement wi& the value 6.2 1 kcal/mol found by 

Clemenu et al. [5] w~rh the use of a large ST0 basis 
and for optimized CN bond lengths. Inclusion of corre- 

lauon brings the isomerization energy down to 3.9 
kcalfmol 161. Clementi et al. 151 also considered non- 
hnear LiCN, and used for that purpose a large GTO 
basis whrch is very similar to ours. The main difference 
is that we have two polarization functions on the car- 
bon and the nitrogen atom and Clrmentl et al. one. It 

is therefore surprising that they report not to have 
found a barrier for isomenzatlon. A possible explana- 
tion for this dlsagreemem is that their grid was too 
coarse, so that the barrier was overtooked. If that IS 

not the case one IS forced to conclude that the barrier 
hcrght is extremely basis-set dependent. 

The path of minimum energy is gven as a polar 
graph UI fig. 3, where one sees that the path IS elhptic, 
but not as symmetnc as the correspondmg path In 
KCN. Some proper&s of JiCN rtnd IiNC st npttmum 
R are given in table 3. 

We conclude this paper by saymg a few words 
about the geometries of the alkali cyanides. It IS 
argued in section 2 that the bond in LKN, just as tn 
KCN [2], is ionic and that the mteractlon energy sepa- 
rates into a short- and a long-range componenr. These 
componenfs or+ shown in fig- 4 as a function of the an- 
gle B at the distance R = 4.350 no (the op~~um R of 

rig_ 3. R values (III au) of mm~um energy as a function of 0 
plotted In a polar graph. The equdibnum structure of LINC ui 
shown. 
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Table 3 
Some propcrttcsof eqmhbnum LlCN and LiNC (m au). Molc- 

cule along; axrs, origin in the center of mass of t *C- 14N 

z coordmatc i_I 

z coordinate C 
I coordinate N 

energy 
drpole moment 
qua~poIe mament 3) 
oetopolr moment b) 
field gradwnt at N C) 
field gradient at LI C) 

I&N LtNC 

4.795 -4.350 

1.00892 1.00892 
-1.17708 -1.17708 

-99,809126 -99.819166 
3.7415 -3.5081 

18.336 14.634 
102.7 -83.13 

1.267I 0.7411 
0.0472 0 0569 

n) (3~~ - ~*)/2. b) (5~3 - 31rz)~2. c) _(3-_2 _ ,.2)lr5. 

the isocyanide structure). The bong-rage energy 
(dashed Bne) as well ris the short-rr+nge energy (full 

line) show a behaviour which is qualitatively the same 
as m KCN (cf. fig. 2 of ref. [2]). In KCN the fmal po- 
sition of the alkah atom is mainly determined by the 
short-range (exchange) repulsion. It is likely that this 
is true too for NaCN, which is also triangle [3,4] _ 

However, in JXN Ihe most stable geometry is deter- 

muted by a subtle balance: the short-range repulnon 

favours a triangular structure, the long-range energy 
prefers the cyanide structure and the fiial lsocyanide 
structure is a compromise. The Ionic model applied to 
HCN predicts a linear cyamde st~cture, because of 

Short range rntrgr 

020 - 

Long rargc rnergr 

- 420 

Ftg 4. Lott8+ange energy fdasbed htte) and short-range energy 

(full line) as a funcllon of 6. R = 4.350 oo. 6 = 0” corresponds 

to MN, B = 180” to LINC. 

the absence of exchange repulsion in Ihe interaction 
of the proton wtth the cyutide. So, the exchange mtcr- 

action is the predommant factor determining the struc- 

ture of the eiectro~-rich aikah cyanides, the long- 
range attraction determines the structure of HCN, and 
LICN shows a compromnc. 
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